Machinist/Tooling Engineer
Serv-I-Quip, Inc.
127 Wallace Avenue, Downingtown PA 19335
Downingtown, PA, USA
Compensation

$32 - $38/Hour + Bonus - based on experience

Benefits Offered

401K, Dental, Medical, Vision, Disability and Life Insurance

Employment Type

Full-Time

Why work here?

“Growing and successful company, a leader specialized in its field of Process Control and Fluid Fill
solutions”
Company Description
Serv-I-Quip, Inc. is a well-established industry leader in the design and manufacture of advanced, assembly
line process equipment for the Appliance, HVAC, and Vehicle manufacturing industries. We are located in
Downingtown, PA; offer a small company environment, a rewarding and diverse work experience, and the
security of big company benefits. We have been in business since 1981, are well capitalized, and are
looking to expand our products and capabilities.
Job Description
Looking for a skilled and experienced Machinist and Tooling Engineer that will become an integral part of
our fabrication team. Responsible for machining our fixtures and attachments that are a key tooling
component of our diverse line of assembly line manufactured process equipment.
Job Requirements
Review samples, blueprints, drawings, or instructions to ensure the proper dimensions and tolerance
levels of finished product
Plan the sequence of necessary actions for the completion of a job
Select appropriate machines and position or load material for a job
Monitor machine while working to adjust the feed, maintain temperature and identify any issues.
Monitor output to ensure consistency with specifications and discard defects.
Perform routine machine maintenance and repair minor damages. Maintain machine tools in proper
operational condition.
Ability to set up own job schedule and deliver required products according to Project timelines
Help develop ideas and suggestions for additional machining future business opportunities

Experience and Competencies
Experience (5+ years) working in a machine shop environment and as part of a team
Excellent manual dexterity, accuracy, and attention to detail
Manual milling and lathe operation experience
Able to work from, read and interpret blueprints
Use gauges and measuring instruments to meet required tolerances
Mechanical aptitude and good math skills
Knowledge of metal properties and other material

Benefits
Competitive Hourly pay (depending on experience)
Opportunity for overtime when available
Bonus – all employee dependent on Company performance
401(k) with a 6% match (after 1 year service)
Full Medical, Dental and Vision Coverage
If you are looking for a professionally rewarding work environment and a company that values its
employees, please contact:
Spencer Deane
Serv-I-Quip, Inc
610-873-7010 Extn. 126

